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Why choose Gameskraft?Gameskraft is one of India’s largest gaming companies - a

bootstrapped and profitable Unicorn with products in Rummy, Daily Fantasy Sports, Poker,

Ludo, and now Casual Games. Founded in 2017, Gameskraft grew rapidly and achieved

profitability fast due to our focus on core tenets of delivering fun through superior

technology, innovation for consumers, delightful design and UX, and quality customer

support.The company was founded by passionate gamers with a strong pedigree. The

founders and leadership team have been instrumental in building and scaling technology,

gaming, and consumer internet companies such as Myntra, Flipkart, Google, Zynga, GSN

Games, Moonfrog Labs, Grofers, Swiggy, Paytm, Snapdeal, Makemytrip, OYO, CA

Technologies, Arcot, Ola among others. They are also esteemed alumni of premium Indian

institutes like IIT, IIM, ISB, BHU, NIT, NSIT, etc. We have ~700+ employees based out of

Bangalore.Gameskraft’s Vision is “To create unmatched experiences, every day,

everywhere”. So, we’re growing across newer gaming categories and geographies.

Gameskraft is also a Principal member of the All-India Gaming Federation (AIGF).Our

BrandsOur flagship brand, ‘RummyCulture’, is the #1 Rummy brand in India by Revenue. It

also holds the Guinness World Record for “Largest Online Rummy Tournament” - a

testament to our scale and technology prowess. Besides RummyCulture, Gameskraft Group

also operates the RummyTime, Play Ship & Rummy Prime brands in Rummy

segment.‘Gamezy’ is our super app brand that pioneered many Industry first consumer

features in Daily Fantasy Sports. ‘Pocket52’ & ‘Ludo Select’ are our fast growing brands in

the Poker & Ludo segments respectively.Job Description –DevOps Engineer III About the
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role We’re seeking motivated and proactive DevOps Engineers with a strong technical

background in building large-scale distributed systems, high on ownership, a love for working

with people, and a track record of shipping high-quality applications. This is a fantastic

opportunity to be part of a passionate engineering team disrupting the gaming industry in

India.What you'll do:● Design deployment models for scalable, highly available, secure, and fault-

tolerant systems on AWS for the development and test lifecycle of AWS Cloud Native

solutions.● Drive operational excellence through metrics● Triage and remediate

production issues. Participate in on-call rotations for escalations● Improve developer

efficiency● Advise on and implement industry-standard security best practices and support

third-party audits of our systems.● Establish strong relationships with internal partners and

peer stakeholders to understand and meet their needs while operating existing systems at a

high quality● Champion best practices and enable and support more junior members of

the teamWhat we’re looking for:● 5+ years of experience maintaining large-scale production

environments in AWS● Deep knowledge of AWS especially with services like S3,

CloudFront, ELB, Lambda, VPC, Route 53, RDS, Elasticache, CloudWatch, EC2, Security

Center, Kubernetes, ECS/Fargate, ECR● Strong working knowledge on compliance, AWS

& cloud security● Solid understanding of networking principles and how it applies to data flow

and security● 5+ years administering Linux environments with programming / scripting

experience (e.g. Python, JavaScript, PowerShell)● Automating deployments of cloud based

highly-available services (e.g. AWS EC2 / RDS, Docker, Kubernetes)● Management of

resources using Infrastructure as Code tools (e.g. CloudFormation, Terraform, Chef)●

Experience with monitoring, logging, and analysis tools (e.g. CloudWatch, Datadog, Sumo

Logic, New Relic)● Worked within agile and lean software development teamsWhat can you

expect?Work Culture● A true startup culture - young, fast paced, where you are driven by

personal ownership of solving challenges that help you grow fast.● Focus on innovation, data

orientation, being results driven, taking on big goals, and adapting fast● A high performance,

meritocratic environment, where we share ideas, debate and grow together with each new

product● Massive and direct impact on the work you do. Growth through solving dynamic

challenges● Leveraging technology & analytics to solve large scale challenges● Working

with cross functional teams to create great product and take them to market● Rub

shoulders with some of the brightest & most passionate people in the gaming & consumer

internet industryCompensation & Benefits● Attractive compensation and ESOP packages● INR

10 Lakh medical insurance cover for yourself and your family● Fair & transparent



performance appraisals● An attractive Car Lease policy● Relocation benefits● A vibrant office

space with fully stocked pantries. And your lunch is on us!
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